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(54) Radar transceiver

(57) The objective of the present invention is to pro-
vide a more compact millimeter wave radar transceiver
at a lower cost without combining a considerable
number of components. In addition the present inven-
tion provide a direct current voltage applying circuit to a
high frequency line so as to apply a fast pulse wave with-
out losing a sharp input pulse pattern. The following ar-
rangement solves the objectives of the present inven-
tion.
An applying voltage to a negative resistance diode is
variably controlled so as to vary an oscillating frequency,
which is outputted as a transmitting wave. The transmit-
ted wave reflected by a target is received by the negative

resistance diode. The received wave is detected as a
heterodyne detection by utilizing a non-linear property
of the negative resistance diode. A frequency difference
between transmitted frequency and received frequency
is outputted from a connector via low-pass filter and
processed so as to detect the target. In order to keep
the sharp pulse wave pattern for applying the high fre-
quency line, a Y-shaped power distributor, "Wilkinson di-
vider", consisting of λ/4 (λ designates a wave length)
line elements Z1, Z2 and Z3, is inserted between a ca-
pacitor connected to a high frequency input/output ter-
minal and a direct current voltage input terminal so as
to utilized a leakage power suppressing effect between
the above-mentioned terminals.
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